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The Ethics of Nuclear Warfare
MARTIN H. ScHAlu.EMANN
EDITORIAL NOTB: This paper was read
at a conference sponsored by the Lutheran
Academy for Scholarship and held at Concordia Teachers College, River Forest, Ill.,
Nov. 27 and 28, 1964.

A t the beginning of this atomic
fl. Einstein once rema.rked, "The

age
unleashed power of the atom has changed
everything except our ways of thinking.
Thus, we ue drifting toward a catastrophe
beyond comparison. We shall require a
substantially new manner of thinking if
mankind is to survive." Fission, fusion,
radar, television, automation, miniaturiz:,.tion, jets, rockets, satellites - all of these
discoveries and inventions have come
tumbling out toward us with such speed
that we have not had the time fully to
digest the significance of this rapid pace
and to reBect on its consequences. During
the few years of our nuclear age, scientists
have penetrated more mysteries and broken
more barriers than men dreamed of during
the rest of their recorded history. And the
end is not in sight. Admiral Hyman Rickover has reminded us that the body of
technological information which becomes
available to men doubles in less than
15 years. We find ourselves caught on an
escalator that moves by geometric progression, doubling its rise every decade and a
half. This alone is enough to make us feel
trapped by our own inventions. We 6nd
ourselves in the frustrating and frightening
position of the sorcerer's apprentice, unM11rlin H. SelN,,ltmu,nn is grd#III• t,ro/ossor of n•goliul 1/Joolog, ., COJ1eonlill St1m-

;,,.,, s,. Lo,,is.

able to stop the monster we have had a
hand in creating.
Moreover, our world is kept at peace
only by a "balance of terror," so enormous
has been the revolution in the technology
of which we are a pan. About the only
sense of community that remains among
men is a vague feeling of involvement in
a worldwide predicament and possible universal disaster. The stupendous size of our
problem often escapes even the most literate and :articulate mind in our midst.
Nevertheless the words of Bernard Baruch,
spoken at the opening of the first session
of the UN Commission on Atomic Energy
continue to haunt us:
We are here to make a choice between
the quick and the dead. That is our business. Behind rhe black porrenr of the new
atomic age lies a hope which, seized upon
with faith, can work our salvation. If we
fail, then we have damned every man
ro be the slave of fear. Let us not deceive
ourselves; we must elect world peace or
world destruction.
Science bas torn from nature a secret
so vast in its potenrialiries that our minds
ter- Yer
cower from the rerror ir creates.
ror is nor enough to inhibit the use of the
atomic bomb. . . . Science, which pve
us this dread power, shows that ir an be
made a giant help to humanity, bur scieaa:
does not show us how to prevent its
baleful use.
The last sentenee in Mr. Baruch's statement is of paniculu significance for us
here, it would seem; for it is a frank acknowledgment that more than science is
required to handle the problem of "the
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bomb." All of us are church members; and
so we have some interest in raising the
question as to whether our theology has
something to say to the issue. Our presentation will consist of three major sections. In the first one we propose to
provide a brief historical sketch on the
question of war itself as an ethical problem
in the church and some of the effects of
this background on current nationa.l policy.
After tha.t we sha.11 address ourselves to an
inquiry as to whether a discussion of mere
ethics is adequate. Then, in the last patt,
we want to take up the issues of a just war
and of the double effect.
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
We begin, then, with a brief review of
war as a mora.l predicament for the churcb,
indebted as it was in this matter to the Judaism of our Lord's day. When Julius
Caesar was murdered, some 40 years before the birth of Jesus, Jews wept. They
knew that they had losr a friend. Caesar
had undersrood some of their religious
scruples and arranged not only to excuse
Jews from saaificing to his image but also
to exempt them from military service.
Despite the record of bloody wars of extermination fought in ancient days against
the enemies of Israel, war had become a
problem of conscience in the Judaism of
a later age as it reflected on God's dear
command., "Thou shalt nor kill."
Cliristians inherited from Israel the
revelation of God's will Consequently,
campaigns, or
participating in
serving the army in any capacity, confronted the earliest Cliristians with a serious dilemma 'Ibey were caught between
the command. to be subject to government
and the injunction to refrain from shed-

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/56

ding human blood. At the beginning of
the third century, Terrullian wrote a tna
to demonstrate why a Christian could nor
in good conscience serve in the Roman
army. To be sure, he wrote this work
when he was on the verge of leaving the
mainstream of the church's tradition and
life; yet there were many who shared his
point of view. In fact, to this day he has
followers in the church; for pacifism (emains p:irt of the total Christian tradition,
even though by far the larger segment of
Christendom criticizes the consistent pacifist for his failure to distinguish between
shedding innocent blood and shedding
any human blood, regardless of circumstances!
In the early Middle Ages the church
uied to impose certain restriaions on fight•
ing. It devised a method of limiting the
number of people engaged in a particular
confiict. This instrument of control wu
known as the Peace of God. There followed the Truce of God, which forbade
fighting from Saturday evening to Monday morning and on all festivals as well u
during Advent and lent. In time only
one third of the year was left for engaging
in battle. Frequently the arrangement of
the uuce only resulted in inaeasing the
intensity of fighting during the "open•
season. In time much of this enerBf wu
divetted into a gigantic effort to wrest
Jerusalem from the infidel. To the disgrace
ofmilitary
the church, the Crusaders observed few
moral sauples in their skirmishes with the
followers of Mohammed. Incredible atracities were committed in the name of Christianity a fact which haunts every
Cliristian in the Middle East to this day;
for Islam has nor forgotten and will not
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soon forget how Christian soldiers once
treated their anceston.
The Crusades enjoyed the blessing of
the church. The individual Crusader
normally spent the night before his departure in church, at the high alw, praying for success and receiving the priest's
benediction for his interest in redeeming
the Holy City. The bloody campaigns in
which the Crusaders engaged failed to
accomplish their stated purpose. Europe
was thrown back upon itself to lick its
wounds. Before long gunpowder was invented, and the destructive potential of the
new weapons posed new problems in the
field of Christian morality.
Theologians devised the formula of the
double effect, arguing that at times it might
be not only necessary but even
all desirable to
engage in warfare for the purpose of prevenring an even greater evil. A state might
properly defend itself if it were attacked,
because the effect of surrender would be
worse than that of doing battle. As long
as such states were not yet nations in our
modern sense, they could, to some extent,
be restrained from moral recklessness by
their common loyalty to church authority.
The Religious Peace of Augsburg in
1555, however, changed the relationship
of the state to the church on the basis of
the principle expressed in the formula
c11j11s regio, ajus religio. Nations became
independent. The moral authority of the
papacy declined. Yet the io.fluence of the
Christian tradition remained. As much as
two centuries later the Geneva Convention
of 1864 provided for the neutrality of the
penonncl of the medical services of the
armed forces, the humane treatment of the ·
wounded. and the neutrality of civilians
who voluntarily assisted them. The signa-

677

tories to this instrument and to its later
revisions quite properly assumed that
uoops could be distinguished from .noncombatants during actual warfare.
The invention of the airplane, however,
created a new dimension. At first, of
course, planes were wed chiefty for purposes of reconnaisance. Before long,
though, they became another category of
weapons, ultimately one that was capable
of desuoying very
cities,cenrers
the
of
culture. A new set of moral problems confronted men of good will. Yet the size of
these issues fa.des into insignificance when
viewed in the light of the discovery of
atomic energy and the development of
nuclear warheads. The incredible destructive power of these insuuments has upset
previous rules and thinking on the
subject of warfare; for the only alternatives
seem to be either a worldwide holocaust
or abject surrender.
To underline the enormity of the dilemma with which we live, it will be
useful to remind ounelves of the size of
the destructive potential with which we
live. This can. probably, best be done by
stating that World War II was a threemegaton affair. That is to say, if we add
up all of the explosive power of all the
weapons used by all nations engaged in
that war, including the atomic bombs that
desuoyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki. their
destructive power would amount to three
megatons of explosive power. Some time
ago the Russians arbiuarily broke an
agreement on a nuclear ban and exploded
a bomb that released more than 60 megatons of destructive fmce. This one bomb
contained the power to aeate 20 times
more havoc than all the weapons of World
War II. One reason Nikita Khrushchev,
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the Russian leader, backed away from the
aisis in Cuba, as he himself later admitted, was t0 avoid starting a universal
conllagmtion. In that context he referred
to the 40,000 warheads at the disposal of
the United States. It has been estimated
that our nation has some 200,000 megatons
of destructive power to use against its
enemies. That is almost 65,000 (sic!)
times the force of all the explosives used
in World War II. We live no longer with
mere ''blockbusters"; possible worldwide
disaster is our daily companion.

proof of our nation's concern for cthia1
considerations may be found in the &a
that two new strategic docuincs have been
developed by the present Secretary of Defense. These are known as "controlled
response" and "conventional option."
According to the first doctrine, the
United States must avoid what has been
cnlled the "hair-uigger response." Instead
our nation has set out to develop the kind
of nrmed forces that could ride out a
nuclear attack and could then be applied
with deliberation and always under the
complete control of properly constituted
authority. TI1is point of view, of course,
becomes more meaningful on the recognition that the United States has chosen
not to be the first to launch A nuclear
Att
since it holds that such an assault
ack,
would betray our moral traditions.

Less than one-fourth of our vast arsenal
would suffice to obliterate the Soviet Union
and all that is in it. It has been estimated,
in faa, that if all the desuuaive potential
of both the United States and the Soviet
Union were released, this act of annihilation would be the equivalent of dropping
10 tons of TNT on every inhabitant of our
There are dissenting voices, of course,
tragic planet. Hence we can speak of over- to this policy of Accepting A surprise anack
kill, which in itself presents ethical diffi- before making the irrevocable decision to
culties of the kind men have not had to launch a counterattack. These voices urge
face before. Small wonder that an optimist a reversal of American strategy roward
is described today as the man whopreemption,
believes
arguing that our present foice
that the future is still reasonably uncer- is based on concepts of scaring mtber than
tain!
of winning. They insist, moreover, that
There weie years when our government
threatened its enemies with massive retaliation, with a kind of thermonuclear
spasm designed to reduce the other
side to
retaliate
a "vast howling wilderness." To many
thoughtful people this sounded somewhat
irrational, even though they realized that
such a threat might serve as an effective
deterrent while we revised our own military posture. The aiticism leveled against
a policy of wholesale destruction provided
mdcoce fm the fact that xespect for moral
principle bad not entirely evaporated from
our highly secularized society. Further

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/56

our retaliatory force could not win by striking second. However, there are studies to
show that it may eventually be easier to
and win than to Attllck first and
win, provided the defender has deployed
his forces wisely, AS we have every reason
to believe we have. The United Stares,
therefore, is committed at present to a
policy of counterforce. That is to •Y• it
proposes to deal with the enemy's military
forces and not to attaek indiscrirnin•tely,
It is our government's conviction that the
wholesale destruction of cities and their
civilian population would be unethical.
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Now, it has been argued that aeating 11 the other, that the possibility of overkill
second-strike or counterforce capability can be countered effectively only by releads to an arms race. This need not fol- taining a maximum number of options
low, however, in view of the fact that the behind the threat of universal thermopresent stock of nuclear weapons is more nuclear extinction.
than enough to destroy any attacker. Such
Mr. McNamua's twin doctrines rest on
power now serves as 11 shield, so to speak, the assumption that some measure of
behind which it is possible to engage in reason will prevail among those national
other pursuits, including the strengthening leaders who have access to the release of
of conventional forces to handle the kind nuclear destruction. The Cuba crisis
of brush .fires which threaten international demonstrated that Khrushchev could exorder.
ercise a large measure of responsibility
With the concept of "conventional when faced with the possibility of the
option;• Secretary of Defense Robert extinction of life here on earth. In his
McNamara means, in his own words, "that own irreverent way he expressed a prefthe decision to employ tactical nuclear erence for a Communist paradise here to
weapons in limited conOict should not be a kingdom of heaven hereafter. He withforced upon us." That is to say, if we wish drew, therefore, from the full consequences
to do so, we must be able to respond to of a confrontation with United States
limited aggression without using nuclear military might.
weapons. This approach clearly takes into
Whether the present Russian leadership
account the ethical perversion inherent in
has arranged the same kind of elaborate
the notion of wholesale destruction. It is
also 11 repudiation of the argument that precautions that our government bas for
it is impossible tO limit 11 war, the latter preventing an accidental attack cannot be
being 11 point of view which implies some ascertained. And whether Red Chinese
sort of technological or historical determi- leadership is as sensitive to disaster as is
that of Russia remains a question mark.
nism in human affairs.
Some Chinese generals have expressed
The Christian conscience is dearly at
complete indifference to the prospect of
work in the argument for limitations; for
desuoying from 300 to 700 million people
all thoughtful men are agreed that unin a nuclear exchange. "After it is all over,"
limited warfare is wrong. On the other
hand, unilateral disarmament and non- they have pointed out, "we shall still have
violent resistance constitute pure folly more people left than the United States
within the context of our age. Those per- had to start with." It would seem, theresons, therefore, who carry the burden of fore, that an age of real terror is dawning
organizing for our national security have with Red China's successful development
chosen to attempt the aeation of condi- of a nuclear device. Not so long ago, in
tions where only limited war can be waged; fact, the French ambassador is reported to
frankly recognizing, on the one band, that have said at an informal reception, '1f the
this is the only alternative to inducing the Chinese ever develop the bomb, Khrushannihilation of civilization itself, and, on chev will be well advised to join NATO;
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for the days of the Apocalypse will be
upon us."
What protection is there against thermonuclear power wielded by men indifferent
to our whole ethical heritage? Only adequate strength to survive in sufficient
number to recreate a free world; and that
will require not only plans and policies for
effective dispersal to launch a counterattack but also sufficient shelters to keep
enough manpower available for the tragic
wk of reconstructing a viable world order,
free of terror and oppression. We shall do
well, therefore, to increase the fervency of
our prayers that God will, in the words of
George Washington, ''keep the United
States in His holy protection." For the end
is certainly very near. The option of total
trust in God always remains open. In fact,
there may soon be no other. For to cry
to the mountains, ''Hide us! " and to the
hills "Cover us! " may one day come rather
late.
II. Is Ennes ENOUGH?

You will recognize this last statement
as an allusion to a passage from the Gospels (Luke23:30) that points to the terrors of the end time. We have included it
chiefty for the purpose of suggesting that
there is a dimension to the discussion on
the ethics of nuclear warfare which ranges
beyond that of the specific moral issues
involved. We would not be doing justice
to this very complex problem if we limited
ourselves to ethics in the usual sense of
the word. For beyond the level of moral
principle lies the question of the locus
of our personal trust and hope.
Nuclear warfare is commonly presented
in both secular and Christian treatments
of the subject as an ultimate calamity so
completely u:rrible in its consequences that

https://scholar.csl.edu/ctm/vol36/iss1/56

mankind can continue to have hope only
so long as it does not occur. Lewis Mumford's In 1ba Namt1 of St1ni11J, Philip
Toynbee's Tbt1 Pear/11l Cboict1, and Norman Cousins' In P/11ct1 of PoJZ, would be
cases in point. There is, of course, no
value in attempting to belittle the case
made in these books for the really catastrophic character of nuclear warfare, nor
for the wickedness and sheer madnrss
which we would have to impute to men
if ever they resorted to this kind of warfare.
But let us suppose that men will unleash this terror. Do we really want to
imply that the people who survived such
a disaster would have to conclude that God
had utterly abandoned them? Do we want
to reduce them to being men without
hope? Of course not! Hence we must
keep in mind that Christian hope is something different from the humanistic faith
which pervades some of the finest literature
on this subject. Our hope cannot be destroyed by any conceivable calamity, not
even by nuclear warfare. The many Christians killed in such a auastrophe would,
like their brethren before them, die in the
Lord, while those who remained would,
like us now, go on living in the Lord to
the praise and glory of God. There would
be no reason why they would not be able
to say with the psalmist with just as sure
confidence and trust as we now enjoy,
"Our help is in the name of the Lord, who
made heaven and earth."
Our hope is based on the conviction
that the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ is in control of history, and that He
has enuusted the interval between the
Ascension and our Lord's return to this
Jesus Christ, who is our Lord. There is
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nothing whatsoever in what our incarnate Lord said during His ministry to suggest that the human race was intended to
go on living forever in this kind of life.
In fa.ct, there is a great deal in His words
to support the conmry conclusion.
Some years ago the former Archbishop
of Canterbury, Geoffrey Fisher, expressed
the thought that for all he knew it might
be within God's providence that the human
race come to an end in a nuclear holocaust.
You may recall the storm of protest produced by this perfectly legitimate observation, made in an addendum which
commented on Philip Toynbee's Ths Pe11rf11l Choice.
Part of this clamor has its source in
man's reluctance to acknowledge the fa.ct
of judgment as an element in God's dealings with men. Now, we would not want
to say that God directly wills the end of
the human race in this way. A nuclear
holocaust, like lesser catastrophes. would
be the direct consequence of man's sin.
Just as it would be terrible to assert of
any lesser calamity that it took place beyond the scope of God's care, so it would
seem unthinkable to think of the end of
our civilization as occurring outside the
providence of God. For the very heart of
the Gospel proclamation is that even so
awful an event as the crucifixion of our
Lord did not take place outside the knowledge and control of almighty God.
A few years ago I had the great good
fortune to participate in a study program
on nuclear warfare held at Sandia Base,
Albuquerque, New Mexico. My partner
for that occasion was Dr. William Pollard,
who is both the executive director of the
Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies
and a Prorestant Episcopal priest. At this

681

occasion Dr. Pollard pointed out that an
exclusive concern with the ethics of nuclear
warfare tends to obscure the fact that we
have the responsibility of viewing history
not only in terms of what men ought or
ought not to do but also with respect to
what God, in the exercise of His governance over His creation, purposes for it.
Perhaps you, too, have noticed that
atomic energy is often discussed not in
terms of God's creation but rather in terms
of man's will and purpose. This is done,
moreover, in such a way as to imply that
it was subject to our determination as to
whether the world should contain nuclear
energy or not. Such arguments sound as
though nuclear power were the product of
some strange esoteric alchemy quite unrelated to the normal world given us to
inhabit. But this is not the case. Our own
sun is a natural hydrogen bomb, in whose
central core some 650 million tons of
hydrogen are consumed every second to
form about 645 million tons of helium
with nearly five million tons of heat and
light radiated away from the surface of
the sun each second. That's what keeps this
planet illuminated, warmed, and energized.
You will recall, possibly, that there are
over 200 billion stars in our own galaxy,
the Milky Way. Moreover, all the other
galaxies in the universe are equally populated with such fiery srars. God has made
hydrogen bombs in profuse abundance and
scattered them throughout His vast creation. In fact, a universe without hydrogen
bombs would be a dead world, with neither
light, nor warmth, nor life.
Nuclear energy itself is not the world's
greatest problem. Man is. He is his own
worst enemy. This is true in several
respects; man is more tempted than ever,
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for one thing, to declare himself independent of God; secondly, he tends to exaggerate his own significance even more than
previously. Let us have a look at these two
points in greater detail.
As Henry Adams once pondered the
phenomenal indusuinl growth of our
country, he remarked that in time every
American would control enough energy to
mnke him '"a son of god." We shall do
well to rcfiect on this observation in our
present context; for, in a very real sense,
the atomic age may be spoken of as the
time of man's second grent temptation.
You will recall the essence of the first one:
man proposed to be like God, "knowing
good and evil" ( Gen. 3: 5). He was determined to be autonomous, making his
own rules and finding his own way.
Today man has at his disposal an incredible resource of raw power. Funhermore, he has invented and is using instruments of mass production that supply him
with v:ist quantities of goods. He is, therefore, tempted more than ever to exclude
any thought of God from his life and to
renounce his dependence on the Lord of
heaven and earth. He is determined to
assert himself in what he calls a new freedom, not realizing that God's greatest
judgment may consist in turning man over
to himself and burdening him with the
very liberty he so brashly claims as his due.
Do you recall the legend of Prometheus stealing fire from heaven? This was
an act of insolence, for which he was
chained to Mount Caucasus, where an
eagle preyed on his liver all day. He had
violated the realm of the gods by snatching from them the secret of fire. Is it not
possible that this st0ry dates from an age
like ours? To have w.rested from nature
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the secret of the atom may well constitute
the hybris of our age, unless this discovery
can be turned into the means of renouncing our autonomy and lenming to serve
that God of whom one of our matin
prayers says c,,;, saNlirs ragn11,11 1111 ( which
the exquisite liturgical English of Thomas
Cranmer rendered as "whose service is
perfect freedom").
Our own sacred Scriptures tell the story
of the Tower of Babel - a quaint story,
in a way! Ir, too, speaks of another day,
when men were determined to build a
tower '"with its top in the heavens'' (Gen.
11:4). This was a cooperative venture
until the very fabric of intercommunication dissolved in the fires of divine judgment. \Ve shall do well to mark the outcome of this previous attempt to scale the
heights of heaven.
We shall not go far wrong, therefore, in
suggesting that the first major principle
of living in our nuclear age is to discover
the great secret of humble obedience to
God as the path to full freedom. Such
service most certainly constitutes the very
keystone in the arch of our responsibilities
in the task of confronting and dealing with
man's massive drive toward personal autonomy. Otherwise God may gr.int man's
requests for auronomy and send even
greater leanness into our souls. (Ps.

106:15)
We must now tum to our second consideration: man tends to exaggerate his
importance for history. Now, to be sure,
God's providence is exercised to a large
extent through human decision. God puts
it in the heartS of men to act in various
ways to affect the course of human events.
But the total operation of providence involves many different and even comlicting
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decisions in interaaion with each other.
Accordingly, the man who finds bis Christian service in a vocation to pacifism contributes no more to the development of
events in contemporary history than the
statesman or general who finds bis Christian service in the maintenance of a strong
and powerful defense establishment for the
preservation of the free world.
But having said all this we must remind ourselves that the conscious inftuence
of men on history may be very negligible.
One of the basic fallacies in books and
treatises on the ethics of nuclear warfare
is the underlying assumption that it is entirely possible for maokind to steer the
course of history in a particular direction
toward the achievement of predetermined
ends. Accordingly, these authors argue
their proposals for universal peace very
cogently and persuasively with a view to
having reasonable men accept them and
implement them. It bas been some years
now since some of the best books on this
subject were published; yet as we look back
on the actual course of events since they
appeared in print, it is difficult to detect
even a ripple which they may have caused
on the surface of contemporary history.
In the face of the hard facts in the case,
those who cling to the belief in man's
mastering history can only conclude that
the blame for our predicament rests not
on the nature of hist0ry but on those they
believe control it, the militarists and the
politicians, who stubbornly refuse to run
things in accordance with their carefully
argued plans.
Such a view of the nature of histary runs
directly counter to the Biblical understanding of Providence, and, I would also add,
to what is clearly the real nature of history itself. To see this last point one need
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only contrast the man who in the seclusion
of his study works out in complete detail
a nuclear weapons policy and a plan of
action for putting it into effect and the
man who actually serves in an official
capacity as a member of a United Nations
nuclear test ban or disarmament committee. The latter also makes detailed and
carefully worked out plans, but they are
for him only ingredients in the total
process of negotiation in a continually
shifting situation. Here the reality of history becomes acutely apparent: its fundamental indeterminacy, its constant movement, which is forever confronting plans
and policies made in earlier contexts with
new and unanticipated developments, and
above all the deep and mysterious undercurrent of purpose and destiny which
sweeps everyone along toward unknown
goals. The more highly placed a man becomes in the process by which the actual
course of events is determined, the more
conscious he becomes of his own .finitude
and incapacity to master history. Such a
man discovers that what seemed before,
from the outside, like a process of continual intervention in the course of events
in order to make them come out according
to some plan is rather, when experienced
from the inside, a matter of continually
listening for that which in its need of him
is striving to emerge and be actualized.
If he is a Christian, this means he discovers
the aetuality and reality of Providence.
If he is not, he discovers the same thing,
only then it must be in the form of a vague
and undefined sense of destiny.
It is not true, for example, that a nuclear war is now impossible. Thomas F"mletter, former Secretary of the Air Poree,
pointed out a few years ago:
It is not true that war - the big war-
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ii now impossible. It is not true that because we have such cln:adful weapons some
miracle has changed man's soul so that he
will never, not even accidentally, make
war. It ii reckless and evil to base a nation's foreign policy on any such idea.
Men who know what they are talking
about have pointed out that the danger of
accidental war has never been greater than
now - and that it is going tO become
more likely as atomic weapons and missiles get into the hands of the Communist Chinese and the rest of the world.
The possibility of a limited war growing
into the big blow-up, the innumerable possibilities of miscalculation or blunder in
the forthcoming era of rocket and satellite
warfare, or the deliberate aa of a fanatic
or idiot, all add up to an alarming danger of an accidental big war.
III. CAN ANY WAR BB JUST?

Returning full circle now to the question of ethics proper, you have heard it
said that the question of whether a nuclear
war could ever be just is irrelevant. There
is abroad a tendency to believe that any
wk about just wars and the application of
the principle of double effect sounds like
a quaint echo of some "dear dead days beyond recall." I am not so sure that these
issues are no longer relevant. In fact,
I have leamed to appreciate the notice in
the Apology of the Augsburg Confession
(IV, 191) that David was engaged in holy
works when he engaged in wan, for his
foes were the enemies of Goel.
If ever in history there was a blatant
conspiracy against Goel and His works, it
is now. What we know as Communism
is by its own noisy profession an assault
apinst everything divine. Personally,
therefore, I can conceive of very few situations in which an aaive defense against
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a massive attack on our way of life would
not be justified even if it involved the use
of nuclear weapons. There are circumstances under which it would be beau to
be dead than Red!
It might be suggested that people,
Christi11n people, manage to survive in
Red East Germany. They do, indeed, somehow, partly on the hope that under American le:idership of the free world the
tyranny they know will be broken. Many
of them, as you know, risk life and limb to
get out, despite a wall, 100,000 policemen,
barbed wires, land mines, police dogs,
searchlights, ditches, and tanks! Why?
They know how impossible it is to remain
human under the kind of dictatorship that
has been imposed on them. They have experienced life in the kind of totalitarian
state which 20th-century means of mass
communicntion and devices of psychological manipulation can thrust on whole
populations.
To be Red is deliberately to deny and
consciously to subven what the Scriptures
and the Lutheran Confessions hold on the
matter of civic righteOUSDess. Luther did
not hesitate to include good government
in a cutalog of items to remember when
we pray the petition "Give us this day our
daily bread." According to the Augsburg
Confession (XXVIII, 4) both the church
power and the civil power "are to be held
in reverence and honor as the chief blessings of God on earth." In the Apology of
the Augsburg Confession (IV, 24), Melanchthon quotes from Aristotle to describe
civic righreousness as being more beautiful
than the evening or the morning star.
And what is this concept aJ1ed "civic
righteousness''? In our contemporuy
world it is compounded of that political
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climate, of those structures, those methods,
those attitudes that make freedom possible. Liberty, of course, is not an unlimited quantity; it is not license. In our
culture we understand freedom to be the
opportunity to do what one ought to do.
Such a view of liberty creates the kind of
elbowroom which permits a measure of
personal choice. For it is a frank recognition of the fact that there is a set of moral
principles, there is an "ought," which lies
outside and beyond individu:al existence
and human history, on the basis of which
the individual, as a creature of God, is
permitted and encouraged to make his
choices.
How important this principle is may be
gauged from the vehemence with which
Communism rejects the existence of such a
higher law. Said Lenin to the Young Communist League in 1920: "We deny that
there is a moral law which comes to men
from outside history. It is a fraud. We deduce our morality from the needs of the
class struggle." How could one be more
explicit on this point? To the Communist,
freedom is the responsibility to do what
one must do. And how does a person know
what he must do? The Party tells him. Its
business is to diagnose a given historical
situation and to prescribe the rules. And
there is no appeal beyond these decisions
and deaees.
A government or state that operateS on
such principles of moral relativism can
only be called demonic. It denies the existence of God as it draws a circle around
itself, declaring that there is nothing outside and nothing beyond this circle. Any
talk about "civic righ1•otm1ess" breaks
down right at this point; for, by definition,
"righteausness" can exist only where there
is a point of reference beyond oneself and
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beyond society. Our legal philosophers call
this the "Archimedean point," according to
which any possible injustice of a specific
law may be corrected by an appeal to a
higher law.
Now, anything demonic in life or society deserves to be contested and eliminated, even at the cost of one"s life. A war
against such an enemy, whether hot or
cold, is just, I would submit. The extra
dimension that has been introduced into
the ethical problem of the double effect
is the magnitude of the destruetion and
contamination which would follow in the
wake of a nuclear exchange. The devastating potential of nuclear warfare, it has
been said, has reduced the principle of
double effect to the level of irrelevance.
In fact, in 1957 some of the German ecclesiastical leaders, bishops of the Evangelical
Church in the Palatinate and in HesseNassau, went so far as to declare that the
church has the responsibility to warn men
that any participation in the manufacture
of the means of mass desttuetion, including those of biochemical warfare, amounts
to blasphemy and a beaayal of the image
of God in which men were aeated.
Letmlook~theargumentfortbis
point of view. One of the most thorough
presentations of this opinion that I know
of is found in a symposium known as
Chris1li&ht1r Glob• ,nul "'""""• W 11ffn,
published by the Evangelische Verlagsanstalt Berlin in 1959. The essay by Fritz
Heidler, "Zwei-Reiche-Lehre und atomare
Bewaffnung." presents the points most succinctly. Heidler points out that the ethical
question in this instance lies at a point
where the kingdom of grace and the kingdom of power bisect each other. Then he
proceeds to argue that in the me of
nuclear weapons a government would be
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guilty of doing the very opposite of what few years ago by Professor Alan Graebner.
it was created to accomplish. It would be He and Mrs. Graebner undertook an extenpwsuing destructive instead of creative sive tour of Russia and got to know a
ends. Life would be extinguished rather number of people rather well. One young
than preserved in a nuclear exchange. Russian wife confided to them: "When my
Christians, therefore, must forswear every husband and I were born in the thirties,
interest in the development of any program abortion was illegal. He and I are victims
which is designed to manufacture the of that law. We, on our part, are not going
atomic-biological-chemical weapons, the to bring children into a world that is without hope."
.ABC-weapons, as they are called.
There are two fallacies in this kind of
You and I do not think that way. We
argumentation. First of all, it is not a live in hope, for we are citizens of an
foregone conclusion that hum:in life would open society. Any conspiracy which sets
be fully extinguished. Adequate shelters out to dose our world and to deprive men
might make it possible for a remnant to of an open future merits only resistance
survive and begin the task of rebuilding. even by nuclear weapons, if these should
Secondly, as we have indicated previously, first be direaed and released against us.
it may well be that the Lord of history will At that point, as Christians, you and
permit the destruction of humanity in this I would have no real choice except to supway as His method of bringing history to port such a massive effort at defense with
an end as He concurs in the results of the conviction that the issues of freedom
man's folly.
are so great that the controlled use of
One other consideration needs to be nuclear weapons in terms of counterforce
added at this juncture: a worldwide totali- would be justified. At that point the words
tarian state, left completely unchallenged of the prophet Amos would become rather
by any significant forces of freedom, would meaningful:
Shall not the day of the Lord be darkpervert and distort all human values to
ness, and not light? even very dark, and
the point described in such "utopias in
no brightness in it? (5:20)
reverse" as George Orwell's Nineteen
Bigh11-Potw. Would this not be worse
St. Louis, Mo.
than obliteration? I think so. Hence the
Norman Cousins, In Plt1c• o/ Poll,. New York:
doctrine of double effect would be quite
Harper and Bros., 1961.
relevant even today; namely, that the hor- Clark Grenville and Louis B. Sohn, 11/'orltl
Pt111c• Thro•gh Wo,U r...w. Cambrid&e:
rors of a universal tyranny would be greater
Harvard University Press, 1959.
than the consequences of a nuclear ex- Frirz Heidler, Heinrich Vogel, Helmut Gollwirzer, Christlie/,., Glab• _, tllOflllln
change, and that therefore a situation could
W11U1111. Berlin: Evangelische VerlqaamJ',
conceivably develop in God's kingdom of
1959.
power in which the use of nuclear weapons Herman Kahn, Or, Th_o,,.d,11r 11/'M. Princ:eton University Press, 1960.
would be justified as the choice of a lesser
Eugene Rabinowirch (ed.), B,dkli11 of "'evil.
lf.1ou Sdntisll. Wuhiasron: Govemmmr
.
Prinrins Office
I keep thinking at this point of a paragraph from a kind of uavelog on the Helmut Tbielicke, Dill lf.10•-I• ,J, P,-,• •
di• christlich• Blhill. Tiibiasen: J. C. B.
Soviet Union written for Th• Cr•ssel a
Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1958.
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